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The mechanistic model contains a Kynch batch density function f bk (hindered settling)
and an effective solids stress function se (compression). Initial settling velocities were
obtained from detailed spatio-temporal dynamic solids concentration profiles measured
with the aid of a radiotracer [De Clercq, J., Jacobs, J., Kinnear, D.J., Nopens, I., Dierckx, R.A.,
Defrancq, J., Vanrolleghem, P.A., 2005. Detailed spatio-temporal solids concentration
profiling during batch settling of activated sludge using a radiotracer. Water Res. 39(10),
2125–2135]. Moreover, inverse modelling calculations were performed using the same data
set. Both calculations showed that (1) the power function of Cole gave acceptable results
and (2) a single effective solids stress function could be found when a time-dependent
compression solids concentration CC was considered. This compression solids concentration is found just below the sludge blanket and is readily calculated from the solids
concentration profiles. Given these time-evolutions, the effective solids stress values
exhibit a uniform logarithmic relationship with the difference between the solids
concentration and the compression solids concentration.
The descriptive power of the model indicates a good potential for wider applicability of
the model.
& 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

The effectiveness of the activated sludge process is highly
dependent on the settling characteristics of the mixed liquor.
The influent wastewater composition and the operating
Corresponding author.

E-mail address: Jeriffa.DeClercq@hogent.be (J. De Clercq).
0043-1354/$ - see front matter & 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.watres.2007.08.040

conditions of the biological tanks influence the composition
of the microbial floc and hence the settling characteristics.
Knowledge of the settling characteristics of the mixed liquor
is essential for the proper design and operation of clarifiers
(Jin et al., 2003; Mines et al., 2001). Those characteristics are
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t
time, T
Vhindered hindered settling velocity, LT1
V0
Vesilind (1968) settling parameter, LT1
V0max Takács settling parameter, LT1
VS
settling velocity, LT1
y
observation
model prediction
ybi
z
depth in settling column, L

Nomenclature

a
A
b
C
CC
Cmin
C0
f bk
g
H
J
n
N
rh
rp
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settling parameter
cross sectional area, L2
settling parameter
solids concentration, ML3
compression solids concentration, ML3
non-settleable solids concentration, ML3
initial solids concentration, ML3
Kynch batch density function, ML2 T1

Greek letters

gravity constant, LT2
total depth, L
Vesilind (1968) settling parameter, L3 M1
number of observations
Takács settling parameter, L3 M1
Takács settling parameter, L3 M1

commonly measured using batch settling tests. Currently,
however, no (mechanistic) model is available in wastewater
industry that can accurately describe the entire batch settling
behaviour of activated sludge, measured using these batch
settling tests. Most models are empirical (Vesilind, 1968;
Takács et al., 1991; Dupont and Henze, 1992; Härtel and Pöpel,
1992; Otterpohl and Freund, 1992; Cho et al., 1993) and
describe either (1) solely hindered settling, (2) hindered
settling and compression settling and (3) hindered settling
and settling at low solids concentrations. The Vesilind and
Takács functions are the most frequently used. They are,
respectively, given by
nC

VS ¼ V0 e

,

VS ¼ minðV0max ; V0 ðerh ðCCmin Þ  erp ðCCmin Þ ÞÞ.

effective solids stress parameter, MT2 L1
effective solids stress parameter, ML3

a
b
rs
se
y

objective function

solids mass density, ML3
effective solids stress, MT2 L1
parameter set

A mechanistic settling model is based on the conservation
of mass and momentum of both water and solids. The forces
acting on the solids are gravity, buoyancy, liquid pressure,
friction and effective solids stress. The model for batch
settling of activated sludge, after making some assumptions
and introducing the Kynch batch density function f bk ðCÞ and
the effective solids stress se ðCÞ (Bustos et al., 1999; De Clercq,
2006), is an initial-boundary value problem of a second-order
partial differential equation describing the solids concentration as a function of depth and time


qf
qC
q
r dse qC
¼  bk þ
f bk ðCÞ s
qt
qz
qz
DrgC dC qz

ð3Þ

(1)
(2)

However, these empirical models have no relationship with
the physical properties of activated sludge flocs and solid–
water interaction. Kinnear (2002) was one of the few who
recognized this and considered the use of densities,
viscosity,. . . to model the batch settling behaviour. Unfortunately, his mechanistic model was not capable of predicting a
complete batch curve (i.e. over the full concentration range).
Hence, there is still a need to describe the batch settling
behaviour of activated sludge in a more fundamental and
scientifically sound way.
In other application areas (e.g. flocculated slurries), more
fundamental research has been performed on the modelling
of batch settling of flocculated suspensions. The main
difference between those mechanistic models is the use of
different expressions for the hindered settling flux, i.e. the
Kynch batch density function f bk , and the effective solids
stress se (e.g. Shirato et al., 1970; Shih et al., 1986; Font, 1991;
Bergström, 1992; Holdich and Butt, 1997; Diplas and Papanicolaou, 1997; Zheng and Bagley, 1998, 1999; Karl and Wells,
1999; Bürger et al., 2000a). Whereas the Kynch batch density
functions f bk have been described by a variety of equations,
most models have used power or exponential laws to describe
the effective solids stress. A detailed review of the cited
models can be found in De Clercq (2006).

with simple kinematic zero-flux boundary and initial conditions


r dse qC
¼ 0,
f bk 1  s
DrgC dC qz z¼0;z¼H

ð4Þ

Cz;0 ¼ C0 .

ð5Þ

When CpCC , with CC the compression solids concentration
(i.e. the concentration above which compression occurs and
an effective solids stress exists), the second term on the RHS
of (3) is zero and only hindered settling (first term) exists.
When C4CC , an effective solids stress exists and the settling
is comprised of a hindered settling term (first term on the RHS
of (3)) and a term due to the effective solids stress (compression, second term on the RHS of (3)).
In this paper the detailed batch experimental data of De
Clercq et al. (2005) are used to determine the most appropriate
functional relationship for the Kynch batch density function
and the effective solids stress and to estimate the parameters
of the respective functions. The model should be able to
describe the following phenomena (De Clercq et al., 2005):

 hindered and compression settling;
 hindered settling rates decrease with increasing initial
solids concentrations;

 the compression solids concentration CC is time-dependent.
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The parameters of the Kynch batch density function and the
effective solids stress function are obtained from observed
initial settling velocities and inverse modelling in which all
solids concentration profiles and not only the ones at
equilibrium are considered.

2.

Material and methods

2.1.

Batch settling experiments

In De Clercq et al. (2005), novel measurement techniques were
developed which allow to measure the time-evolution of
solids concentration profiles with sufficient accuracy during
the batch settling of activated sludge.
The radiotracer Tc-99m Sestamibi and 2 gamma cameras
were used to obtain high time and spatial resolution solids
concentration profiles during the batch settling of activated
sludge in a pilot-scale column with a height of 1 m and an
inner diameter of 386 mm, large enough to avoid wall effects.
Sludge was collected from two different municipal wastewater treatment plants close to Ghent (Belgium): Destelbergen and Deinze. Dynamic solids concentration profiles with
three different initial concentrations were obtained for each
sludge. The pilot-scale dynamic solids concentration profiles
not only showed hindered settling but (i) the equilibrium
concentration profiles and (ii) the iso-concentration lines
clearly showed that compression is taking place:
(i) the equilibrium profiles (no change in profiles for a period
of more than 20 min) exhibited an increasing concentration towards the bottom (Fig. 1 left), while a suspension
undergoing only hindered settling has an equilibrium
profile with a constant concentration for which the
settling velocity is zero;
(ii) when only hindered settling is occurring, the isoconcentration lines are straight lines and propagate from
the origin; when compression occurs too, the isoconcentration lines become curved and arise from the
bottom of the column at different values of time (Concha
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and Bürger, 2002; Font and Laveda, 2000; Fig. 2 shows this
for one of the six experiments).
Equilibrium compression solids concentrations can be estimated from the equilibrium profiles (Fig. 1 right) by setting (3)
equal to zero:
Z
Drg z
C
dz
(6)
se ðCequilibrium Þ ¼
rs 0 equilibrium
and are between 7 and 10 g/l depending on the origin of
the sludge and the initial solids concentration. The isoconcentration lines showed that the compression solids
concentration CC at the beginning should be around the
initial solids concentration. Those observations (initial CC
around C0 and equilibrium CC around 7–10 g/l) resulted in a

Fig. 2 – Iso-concentration contour plots (different concentrations shown in legend) during batch settling of Destelbergen
sludge ðC0 ¼ 3:23 g/lÞ.

Fig. 1 – Equilibrium solids concentration profiles (left) and effective solids stress versus solids concentration (right) for
different initial concentrations (shown in legend) for the Deinze sludge (De Clercq et al., 2005).
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Table 1 – Solids concentrations, corresponding initial
settling velocities and solids density of the batch settling
experiments of De Clercq et al. (2005)
C0 (g/l)

Vhindered (m/d)

rs ðkg/m3 Þ

Destelbergen

2.40
3.23
4.30

69.18
44.36
24.67

1762  19
1753  36
1714  6

Deinze

3.67
6.12
7.29

82.93
24.45
15.28

1943  42
1898  57
1881  27

Sludge origin
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solution of the model, the following stability condition must
be satisfied (Bürger et al., 2004):




  Dt

1
r qse  Dt
A maxC f 0bk 
þ 2 maxC f bk s
p1.
(7)

A
Dz
DrgC qC ðDzÞ2
The spatial discretisation of the model equations gives a
system of 200 first-order ordinary differential equations. The
temporal concentration gradient is subsequently integrated
and the time-step Dt is determined by setting the LHS of (7)
equal to 0.98.

4.

time-dependent compression solids concentration as modelled by Diplas and Papanicolaou (1997) and suggested by
Kinnear (2002).
The batch settling curves of De Clercq et al. (2005) showed
an induction period (recovery from initial disturbances such
as mixing) which is omitted from the experimental data as
described in De Clercq (2006), keeping in mind that the slope
of the curve becomes steeper during the induction period.
The initial settling velocities were calculated from the
gradient of the resulting batch settling curve and are shown
together with the measured solids density (pyknometer
method, ISO/DTS 17892-3-2003) in Table 1.

3.

Numerical integration

The second-order parabolic model (3) simplifies into a firstorder hyperbolic type if the solids concentration is less than
the compression solids concentration (CpCC ) as the second
term of the RHS of the equation vanishes. The model is thus
in fact a nonlinear mixed hyperbolic-parabolic partial differential equation. The first-order spatial term (i.e. the Kynch
batch density function) and the boundary conditions of the
model are nonlinear. It is well known that nonlinear hyperbolic equations give rise to discontinuities (LeVeque, 1992). An
example of such a discontinuity during settling is the
suspension-liquid interface.
Due to this nonlinear, mixed hyperbolic–parabolic PDE,
solutions are discontinuous and conservative methods are
needed to integrate the model (Bürger et al., 2000b). Upwind
differencing is such a conservative discretisation method and
is used for the first-order spatial terms: it stabilizes profiles
which are liable to undergo sudden changes, such as discontinuities and other large gradient profiles (Bürger et al.,
2000b). Since the Kynch batch density function is a nonmonotone function, the generalized upwind flux of Engquist
and Osher (1981) is used for this term (Evje and Karlsen, 2000;
Bürger and Karlsen, 2001; Bürger et al., 2004). Conservative
discretisation of the second-order spatial term is done with
central differencing. The number of discretisation points
(layers) is a parameter of the numerical integration. From the
authors’ experience, 200 layers are a suitable trade-off
between convergence and calculation time. To ensure convergence of the resulting scheme to the physically relevant

Estimation of the model parameters

Parameters were estimated using the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm (Marquardt, 1963). The objective function for
parameter estimation, J, which has to be minimized, is the
sum of squared errors (SSE) function:
JðyÞ ¼

N
X

2
ðyi  yd
i ðyÞÞ .

(8)

i¼1

The measurement errors were checked and found to be
Gaussian, uncorrelated and showed a constant variance
which allows least squares estimation (Dochain and Vanrolleghem, 2001). The parameter vector y contains the parameters of the Kynch batch density function and/or the
effective solids stress function.

5.

Inverse modelling

Integrating the concentration profiles at a given time instant
with respect to height allows to calculate the heights above
which 1%; 2%; 3%; . . . ; 99% of the total mass of solids is located
(Tiller et al., 1991; Been and Sills, 1981; Bürger et al., 2001). The
succession of these heights with respect to time yields curves
that may be considered as isomass lines of solids separated
by 1% from the remaining 99% (and so on) of total mass of the

Fig. 3 – Isomass (% of initial mass above) lines calculated
from the measured concentration profiles during the batch
settling of the Deinze sludge ðC0 ¼ 6:12 g/lÞ.
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sludge. These isomass lines were calculated for all six batch
settling experiments (see Fig. 3 for one of them).
By definition the observed and net (combination of downward hindered settling and upward compression) settling
velocity, VS , is simply the gradient of the isomass line at a
specific time. For each isomass line, at each time, this settling
velocity is calculated. At each point of an isomass line, the
solids concentration is known and with a known Kynch batch
density function, the calculated settling velocity can be used
to obtain values of the effective solids stress se (Eq. (10))
through the following expression (deduced from (3)) which
consists of the downward hindered settling and the upward
compression settling:


f
r dse qC
.
(9)
VS ¼ bk 1  s
C
DrgC dC qz

6.

Results and discussion

6.1.

Kynch batch density function f bk (hindered settling)

Different Kynch batch density functions f bk are reported in
literature (e.g. Shirato et al., 1970; Shih et al., 1986; Font, 1991;
Bergström, 1992; Holdich and Butt, 1997; Diplas and Papanicolaou, 1997; Zheng and Bagley, 1998, 1999; Karl and Wells,
1999; Bürger et al., 2000a). Observed initial settling velocities
were used to find parameter estimates of the different Kynch
batch density functions. The Kynch batch density function
values were calculated from the observed initial settling
velocities and the corresponding solids concentrations. The
objective function for parameter estimation was the sum of
squared errors (8) between the observed and predicted Kynch
batch density values.
From this analysis (more details can be found De Clercq,
2006), the well-known Vesilind function (Vesilind, 1968) was
found to be significantly better than eight other functions
tested as it gave acceptable results for a concentration range
from 0 to 25 g/l (positive function values) and satisfied most of
the conditions of Kynch (1952).
Next, inverse modelling using the measured solids concentration profiles was applied to determine whether the
Vesilind function (determined on the basis of observed initial
settling velocities and corresponding solids concentrations) is
indeed the appropriate function to model hindered settling.
Since there is noise on the solids concentration measurement, the calculation of the concentration gradient in (9) is
not straightforward. Moreover, the effective solids stress
function se is of interest and not its gradient. Hence, to
resolve these two issues, (9) was numerically integrated to
se ¼


z¼H 
X
VS
DrgC
1
Dz.
rs
f
=C
bk
z¼0

(10)

The results of these calculations when using the Vesilind
function (see De Clercq, 2006) showed that there is no single
effective solids stress function se ðCÞ which is able to describe
all data points calculated with (10), even with a compression
solids concentration CC (i.e. for which se ¼ 0) that for example
increases with time. Comparison of the calculated effective
solids stress (10) with the effective solids stress calculated
from the equilibrium solids concentration profiles (Fig. 1
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right) also showed that the model with the Vesilind function
gave too low effective solids stress values. It was concluded
that the Vesilind function is incorrect when trying to model
complete batch settling solids profiles (De Clercq, 2006).
Moreover, it was deduced that to obtain a single effective
solids stress function, with a time-dependent compression
solids concentration CC , the settling velocity at concentrations higher than the initial concentrations (i.e. when the
sludge becomes thickened during settling) should be higher
than the velocities predicted by the Vesilind function. The
power function of Cole (1968), evaluated by Cho et al. (1993)
and Grijspeerdt et al. (1995), yields higher settling velocities
for higher concentrations and, hence, could serve as alternative:
f bk ¼ aCb .

(11)

However, this function gives an infinite f bk for a zero solids
concentration and does not have a maximum. This can be
resolved either by imposing a maximum settling velocity or
by using another function for the lower solids concentrations:
here, a maximum settling velocity of 250 m/d was imposed. To
evaluate how this power function (with parameters estimated
from the initial settling velocity data) affects the effective
solids stress function, inverse modelling calculations are
shown in Fig. 4. These calculations gave good agreement with
the equilibrium data and showed a single effective solids
stress function when a time-dependent compression solids
concentration CC is considered (corresponding to a shift of the
se -curves of Fig. 4 at different time instants to higher
concentrations). It can be concluded that the Cole function
is performing better than the Vesilind function. It was
therefore retained as the Kynch batch density function.
The time-dependent compression solids concentration CC ,
i.e. the concentration above which an effective solids stress
exists, is located at the sludge blanket height, as was already
shown in De Clercq et al. (2005). Before determining an
appropriate functional relationship for the effective solids
stress, the evolution of the compression solids concentration
CC needs to be determined from the solids concentration
profiles.

6.2.

Evolution of the compression solids concentration CC

The time-dependent compression solids concentration CC
was calculated from the solids concentration profiles in the
following way. At the sludge blanket height, a discontinuity
exists which in reality boils down to a large concentration
gradient around the initial solids concentration. Just below
the sludge blanket height, the profile is much smoother (i.e. it
has smaller concentration gradients). When the concentration just at the sludge blanket height would be considered as
the compression solids concentration, this compression
solids concentration would remain at the initial solids
concentration value, i.e. it would not be time-dependent,
which is contradictory to the findings. Therefore, it is
suggested that the compression solids concentration CC is
located just below the discontinuity of the sludge blanket
height, where the concentration gradients are stabilized. It is
proposed here to define the compression solids concentration
CC to be the concentration at which the concentration
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gradient reaches values below 200 g/l/m within the sludge
blanket. The critical value of 200 g/l/m was determined from
calculations of the concentration gradient of the measured
solids concentration profiles. With these time-dependent
compression solids concentrations, an effective solids stress
functional relationship can be deduced.
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6.3.

Effective solids stress function se (compression)

For each experiment, the effective solids stress was plotted
versus the difference between the solids concentration
and the compression solids concentration CC (see De Clercq,
2006). Especially the experiments at higher initial solids

Fig. 4 – Calculated effective solids stress versus solids concentration at different time instants (indicated in minutes in legend)
during batch settling of Destelbergen sludge (left; top: C0 ¼ 2:40 g/l; middle: C0 ¼ 3:23 g/l; bottom: C0 ¼ 4:30 g/l) and Deinze
sludge (right; top: C0 ¼ 3:67 g/l; middle: C0 ¼ 6:12 g/l; bottom: C0 ¼ 7:29 g/l); calculations are performed with the power function
of Cole (1968), except for the curves at steady-state (grey symbols, De Clercq et al., 2005).
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concentrations showed that the most frequently used power or
exponential functions were not capable of describing the calculated effective solids stresses since those functions have an
increasing gradient for higher concentrations, which is opposite

to the data shown in Fig. 4 (most clearly seen for the experiment
on Deinze sludge with initial concentration of 6.12 g/l).
Hence, the following logarithmic function with two parameters a and b was fitted to the calculated effective solids

Fig. 5 – Logarithmic effective solids stress function (line) and calculated effective solids stress (symbol) versus C  CC ðtÞ during
batch settling (left: Destelbergen; right: Deinze) (different initial solids concentrations are given in g/l in legend).

Table 2 – Final parameter estimates of the power batch density function (Cole, 1968) (parameters a and b) and logarithmic
effective solids stress function (parameters a and b) for the batch settling experiments of De Clercq et al. (2005)
Destelbergen sludge

C0 ¼ 3:23 g/l

C0 ¼ 4:30 g/l

2.90

1.76

1.17

433

a ðm=dðg=lÞbþ1 Þ
b (–)
a (Pa)
b (g/l)

0.94
7.00

Deinze sludge
a ðm=dðg=lÞbþ1 Þ
b (–)
a (Pa)
b (g/l)

C0 ¼ 2:40 g/l

C0 ¼ 3:67 g/l

C0 ¼ 6:12 g/l

C0 ¼ 7:29 g/l

8.27

2.60

2.12

3588
1.70
18.24

Fig. 6 – Simulated (lines) and experimental (symbols, De Clercq et al., 2005) batch settling curves (left: Destelbergen sludge;
right: Deinze sludge; initial concentrations are given in g/l in legend) after overall parameter estimation.
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stress data using the objective function (8)


C  CC þ b
.
se ¼ a ln
b

(12)

42 (2008) 781– 791

It was investigated whether one or more parameters of this
logarithmic function could be constant for all experiments
performed with the same sludge. Statistically, this was only
possible for the parameter a. The resulting functions together

Fig. 7 – Simulated (lines) and measured (symbols, De Clercq et al., 2005) solids concentration profiles in function of height at
different times (indicated in minutes in legend) during batch settling of Destelbergen sludge (left; top: C0 ¼ 2:40 g/l; middle:
C0 ¼ 3:23 g/l; bottom: C0 ¼ 4:30 g/l) and Deinze sludge (right; top: C0 ¼ 3:67 g/l; middle: C0 ¼ 6:12 g/l; bottom: C0 ¼ 7:29 g/l);
simulations are performed with the batch settling model with the power function and the logarithmic function with the
parameter values given in Table 2.
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with the calculated effective solids stress are presented in
Fig. 5. The function (12) yields good results.

6.4.
Prediction/simulation of the batch settling
experiments
The inverse modelling showed that a power function for the
Kynch batch density function combined with a logarithmic
function for the effective solids stress could be used to
describe the batch settling experiments. However, simulation
of the measured solids concentration profiles with the
obtained models and the parameter values obtained from
the independent parameter estimations showed unsatisfying
results (see De Clercq, 2006). Hence, an overall parameter
estimation was performed using the obtained parameter
values of both functions as initial guesses. The objective
function for parameter estimation was the sum of squared
errors (8) between the observed and predicted concentration profiles. Note that for one sludge, this resulted in a total
of 250 000 data points that are used for the parameter
estimation. The optimal parameter estimates are given in
Table 2.
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Measured and simulated batch settling curves are shown in
Fig. 6 and solids concentration profiles at different time
instants during the batch settling experiment in Fig. 7. The
batch settling model describes the solids concentration profiles
and the batch settling curves very well (sum of squared errors
decreased with at least a factor 3 in comparison with the initial
parameter guesses). The batch settling model characterized by
the Kynch batch density function, the effective solids stress
function and the compression solids concentration evolution is
shown in Fig. 8 for both sludges.
The excellent description of the solids concentration
profiles indicates a good potential for wider applicability of
the model:

 By performing batch settling experiments at lower solids



concentrations with a settling velocity lower than 250 m/d
(i.e. located in the increasing part of the settling flux
function), a Kynch batch density function can be found
which also describes the settling (and the concentration
profiles) at these lower solids concentrations.
In practice, extensive experimental data as collected in De
Clercq et al. (2005) are not available to identify the settling

Fig. 8 – Kynch batch density function (top left), effective solids stress function (top right; different concentrations are shown in
legend in g/l) and evolution of the compression solids concentration (bottom) for batch settling of Destelbergen and Deinze
sludge.
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behaviour, but batch settling curves with different initial
solids concentrations are. At least three such curves need
to be measured, i.e. at three quite different solids
concentrations, in order to estimate the parameters of
the model.
When the settling behaviour, i.e. the parameters of the
batch settling model, is identified, this settling model can
be used to simulate continuous settling (1D, 2D or 3D). The
time-dependent compression solids concentration can be
located around the sludge blanket height in continuous
settling, as shown in De Clercq (2006).

Conclusion

The batch settling experiments of De Clercq et al. (2005) were
used to find appropriate functions for the Kynch batch
density function and the effective solids stress. Inverse
modelling and calculated initial settling velocities showed
that a power function for the Kynch batch density function
gives a single effective solids stress function throughout the
experiments with a time-dependent compression solids
concentration CC . This time-dependency was already observed in the batch settling experiments, as well as the fact
that the compression solids concentration was located close
to the sludge blanket height. Inspection of the batch settling
experiments allowed easy determination of the compression
solids concentration evolution. Given the Kynch batch density
function and the time-evolution of the compression solids
concentration CC , the functional relationship of the effective
solids stress could be determined from inverse modelling.
The effective solids stress was shown to exhibit a logarithmic
behaviour with the solids concentration. The parameters of
both the Kynch batch density function and the effective solids
stress function were subsequently estimated from the solids
concentration profiles.
The model describes the settling behaviour significantly
better than any other model reported in literature and this for
sludges originating from two different wastewater treatment
plants.
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